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Simplification measures

Articles 36 to 38
Fundamental for true application of CE-marking by SMEs
Specific Technical Documentation STD

Art. 36 – Cascading and sharing

Art. 37 – Simplified procedures for micro-enterprises
- Different methods for ITT than hEN
- Consider class AoC level 4 what is AoC level 3
- Use of STD as a proof of compliance

Art. 38 – Simplified procedures for small-series
- STD used to replace performance assessment part

Equivalence with procedures in Harmonised standards?
Implementing simplification

Open Question

Specific Technical Documentation STD – WHAT is it?

STD and its application in MS must be explained

STD working group created within Normapme

- Pro-SME assistance role of trade associations
- Proactive attitude and cooperation between stakeholders
- Draft proposals drafted
- Discussion continues

HOW TO GO FROM STD TO DOP?

Who will take this work on board? EC – CEN – SCC – National level?
And what role and interactions between SMEs and NB?